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Introduce yourself and tell if you are a person who frequently changes their mind. In other 
words, you decide to do something. Then you change your mind and do something different.


If someone says, "do you mind" they mean, do you care. 

EX: Do you mind if I sit here?  Do you mind if I smoke?  Do you mind if I borrow your book?    


Jane: Do you mind if I sit here?

Ann: Yes, I'm sorry. My boyfriend is sitting there. He went to the restroom. He'll be right back.


Dana: Do you mind if I sit here?

Lee: Yes, I do. I'm saving this place for my friend. She will be here later.


Stacy: Do you mind if I smoke?

Ben: I don't mind if you smoke outside. But please don't smoke in my house.


Cindy: Do you mind if I borrow your science book. I need to study for the test. And I can't find 
my book.

Shane: I don't mind if you borrow my book. But please bring it back tomorrow. I have a test on 
Friday.


Kara:  Can we meet for dinner tonight?

Tanya:  If you don't mind, I'd rather meet on Saturday night. I have a night class tonight. 


Discuss: 

1-Lee is saving a place for her friend.  Is it rude to save places for someone?    

2-Ben doesn't want Stacy to smoke in his house.  Is it rude to smoke in someone's house?

3-Why doesn't Cindy use her own book to study?  Why does Shane want his book back on 
Friday?   Do you think Cindy will return Shane's book on time?


A Big Night At Maria's Cafe    Chapter 2-A Great Chef 

Emiko: Chef Ryan, this is Sandra Watson. She's a reporter. She's writing a story about the 
dinner tonight. She wants to ask you some questions. See you later, Sandra.

Sandra: It's good to meet you, Chef Ryan. How do you prepare for an event like this?

Chef Ryan: Well, first I have to hire extra workers for the kitchen. Then I plan the menu. I have 
to buy all the food, too. We need a lot of food for all these people!

Sandra: What's on the menu tonight?

Chef Ryan: We have a special menu. First diners can have soup or salad. Then they choose 
chicken, fish or steak. Every dinner comes with vegetables and potatoes or rice.

Sandra: What about dessert?




Chef Ryan: For dessert, people can have chocolate cake with strawberries or a bowl of mixed 
fruit. We're also serving tea, coffee or soda.

Sandra: That sounds really good. I'm going to have the chocolate cake!

Chef Ryan: That's a good choice. Our baker makes the best chocolate cake in town.

Sandra: This dinner is a lot of work for the staff.

Chef Ryan: Yes, it is, but I have a good team in the kitchen. Every job is important.

Sandra: Are there any special problems with a dinner this large?

Chef Ryan: We have extra workers, so there are a lot of us working in a small space. We have 
to work fast because we are going to serve one hundred people at the same time. 

Sandra: Do you mind the extra work?

Chef Ryan: I don't mind at all. This event will make a lot of money for people who don't have 
enough food.  And we want everyone to try our food. We hope they will like it and want to 
come back.


1-Chef Ryan says there will be extra work. So he will hire extra workers. What does "extra" 
mean?

2-What is on the menu for tonight?

3-What dessert does Sandra want to eat?

4-What drinks are they serving?

5-Why do they have to work fast?

6-Why doesn't Chef Ryan mind the extra work.


Sandra is interviewing Chef Ryan. When you interview someone, you ask them questions.  If 
you want a job, you go to a job interview. You will have to answer questions about your work.   
Read this interview:


Sara: What job are you interviewing for?

Tom: I want to be the dishwasher for your restaurant.

Sara: OK. Please tell me about yourself.

Tom: I'm a high school student. I'm 16 years old.I make good grades and play on the baseball 
team.  I need to earn money for college. That's why I want this job.  I'm a little nervous. This is 
my first job interview.

Sara: Just relax. I won't ask you any hard questions. You said you have not interviewed before. 
Have you worked before?

Tom: Yes. I have worked in my dad's fruit stand for three years. 

Sara: Did you like that job?

Tom: Yes, it was easy. And you could talk to lots of people. But it doesn't pay well. The fruit 
stand is only open on weekends. My dad only pays me a few dollars an hour. 

Sara: I see. So you want to make more money. Is that right?

Tom: Yes. The restaurant is open six days a week. So I'm sure I can make more money here.




Sara: Do you know how to wash dishes?

Tom: Sure. I help my mom in the kitchen all the time. I have washed dishes since I was a little 
boy.

Sara: The hours for the dishwasher are from 5PM to 10PM. Sometimes you may have to stay 
late. No one leaves until the kitchen is clean. Everything must be spotless. Can you work those 
hours?

Tom: Yes, I can.

Sara: You said you played baseball. Do you have practice after school? 

Tom: Yes, but practice is over at 4:30. I can get to the restaurant by 5.

Sara: OK, Tom. I don't have any more questions. Two other people are interviewing for the job. 
I will call you when I make my decision.


1. What job does Tom want?

2. Sara says, "Tell me about yourself."  What four things does Tom tell.

3. Why is Tom nervous?  Do you get nervous at job interviews?

4. Where has Tom worked?

5. Why does Tom want to work as a dishwasher instead of in the fruit stand?

6. When is the restaurant open?

7. Where did Tom learn to wash dishes?

8. Why will Tom have to stay late sometimes?

9. What time is baseball practice over?

10. How many other people are interviewing for the job?


Pronunciation: Students read and practice pronouncing these sounds. 
1-The long A sound can be made with many combinations. It may appear by itself. 

EX: apron, ape, agent, basic, fatal

2-It may appear with the vowel combination AI

EX: pain, wait, waist, paid, chain

3-It may appear with the vowel combination EI

EX: eight, weigh, veil, vein

4-It may appear as AY.

EX: play, pray, day, way, stay

5-It may appear as EY

EX: they, obey, grey, survey

6-It may appear in a word that ends in E

EX: tape, made, taste, skate, name, sale, gave, change


A few words look like they should be pronounced with the long A, but are NOT.

EX: chair, stair, hair, dairy

Words that are consonant-vowel-consonant with an A in the middle are never pronounced with 
a long A sound.




EX: cat, rag, bad, pan, had, flat


Pick the words in each row that do NOT have the long A sound.


stay stain stand state

tape tap taste tail

brand brain brake brave

face fake afraid fact

wage waist wag age


